“LETTERS FROM DAD! -TO MOM! -1956!”
Just must get this much done as can before leaving this weekend. I review films daily. Vis "is coming soon. I'm not very well. I'm feeling fine on TV, but couldn't do it any way by the mouth. I'm trying to keep up with everything. I'm waiting to turn in. Don't work until 4 or 5. I'm going to see the TV now. Can hardly see anything. Only work is to keep going. I'm doing pretty well. I'm going to get some rest. I'm feeling fine. I'm doing pretty well. I'm going to get some rest. I'm doing pretty well. I'm going to get some rest. I'm doing pretty well. I'm going to get some rest. I'm doing pretty well. I'm going to get some rest. I'm doing pretty well. I'm going to get some rest. I'm doing pretty well. I'm going to get some rest. I'm doing pretty well. I'm going to get some rest. I'm doing pretty well. I'm going to get some rest. I'm doing pretty well.
Little Minkie Lunch Place, Anaheim & LA-Fri. 11AM April 6

Vicious Sweetheart — Honey, I love you and I don't write like this because I'm stringy but because I can carry these cards in my pocket and write like this most everywhere — thanks for the idea. Hope you can read "en-cro" up? You know it's easier for me to write like this than big — I wrote this way for years in my diaries so it's OK with you I like it — OK? Thanks for that beautiful shirt you sent me — got it today. Sure needed it — how do you guess it? — But you'd never guess what else happened! — Wil took me to lunch at the Starter, Broun to May's and bought me a beautiful new dark suit daccoon shirt, nylon shorts & 6 pair socks! — News that style — and gave me 50 berets — for my next hop. Want me to cover California next week? So please pray I. Fred's real anxious we get in here. But I haven't offered much hope this near LA, but will try — and of course don't mind seeing Oa-land folks, expenses paid. But mostly interested in getting TV on. So pray God can do it — why not? — Then I'm to report back here before leaving for Texas the following week, then Okla., Ark., Ill., Ind., Mich., etc. Will send you some extra to compensate for any absence — same as you're getting now. — Did you get it? — Sorry they mailed it late — not GC attached. Been reviewing films, editing, organizing film dept., teaching student how to clean & splice films etc. all week. Tomorrow driving Mom to Orange Fresh Club for Sat. May, visit Bing's then back to LA for TV Sun. Sraft. May, then up to Roberts Field Sun. Fry D.V. — (that D.V. means "kind Willing" you know). — But I'm sure he is — it is his business & Kingdom work seeking. — So keep writing & praying. Sure enjoyed your sweet letter. — Thanks. I love you sweetheart and all. — Jewelry this is his business & I left him too — and Fred too — and 50.15.20. C'mon get your teeth pulled! — You can pull it. God bless you. — I love you! 1000 Yrs.
1-7 A.
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[Handwritten text not legible]
Bakersfield, Mon. A.M., April 9th, 1956—en route.

Dear Sweetheart—Getting in late again, I am sure. Must be terribly rushed, from one thing to another—just can’t imagine—day I write this will try to do better. Would have phoned you yesterday if I had had 10 min to spare but drove Mom to Anaheim Sat. and for service at C.F.O. 8th, at Breth Ch. (Sampson’s church) both att 8:30. She’s still a sensation wherever she goes, especially with boys and ladies. She really tickles me & is needed there and in much demand amongst them. They’re sweeping country amongst wealthy intelligence you know. Founded by Glen Clark, just the same old truths with a new approach which appeals to Dutt-type people. Mom, as you know, always appeals to some sect her background & style of ministry. I believe this land is really going to use her there where so needed—if she lives & people at C.F.O. don’t deter her.

They rushed to TV Sun. A.M. had puppet interview on TV with Fred re: new TV station. Had to be made up by artist—You should have seen me! May be you’d have fallen in love with me again. They say it went over good. I also sat in control booth & gave director advice. Fred takes nearly everything I’ve suggested re: changes in PT due to station criticisms & my own opinions. He agrees with me on most everything—he will be 84—but makes Studio Director mad because it makes more work for him so please pray the Lord will change his heart so get in a new one. Fred wants me to buy station in Calif. before leaving for Texas so left yesterday eve. for Bakersfield—S.H.F.T. and over Wedg’th!
Needed it — was really tired from last week’s rush. Writing this now in hotel rm while waiting for Sta. Dir. to come to work. Please pray — have whole school fast at least the meal and pray desperately for this trip.
— Means much to Fred, me & King. Going up the Feather River, by Sacramento, then South to Oakland & San Francisco, & down Coast. P.D. (That means “P.O. & Wire”). Please pray. Feel much better. Completely overcold. This climate seems to agree with me — but And this active service, thanks to the Lord. You know me, Honey — I like to see things move. Amen!
Just wish I could take you kids along — maybe this summer, P.D. Sure miss you pretty too. Have my write me little notes. Keep writing Honey — means so much! So sorry I couldn’t phone. Planned to phone yesterday eve but just made bus after getting Mom on 9th street. Just sat in Oakland, so too late to phone when arrived here heart-broken! — Refuse to break you up, sleep anymore. Hope phone tonight. Order books, money soon. on way — gift of 60, 00. Also check from Wu. P.D.
I love you. Sweetheart. Praying. yours, C.
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Greetings in January.
This is beautiful country
and it's very interesting to
travel around. Both Daddy, Linda, Paul, Sonja, Dee, 
and I are anxious to come.

Greetings from Washington.

Please write me? Please let me know
how you are. Write soon.

Kind regards,

Post Card

Miami, Fla.

2303 NW 58 St.

Post Card
Hi, sweetheart!

Here I am coming into Boise after all-night ride through the mountains—(That's me on the Greyhound Bus)—Ha! When!—Weather, N.C. Carolinas had to ride all night 'cause couldn't get an earlier bus. At least saved nite's lodging which helps, 'cause I'm running short due to extra trip for extra long trips, bit new suitcase had to pay nearly $20 deal on plane ticket, but not entirely refundable in a few weeks—But not very! Pretty strong wind in Seattle—'Round Polson, etc. against tide. Hope to be there in morning with kind willing.

Love, yours truly.

F. H. Soul Clinic

Miami, Florida
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